
 
(This is the English translation of an original braille submission) 

 
The key for our employment 
Support is too simple 
 
 
MAKE EOC GREAT AGAIN  
 
No more explanation required.  
 
The biggest obstacle for the employment of ethnic minorities is discrimination-- including 
corporal, social or even legal counterparts of it.  
 
As I heard on TV, there is a consensus in cuisine guilds that non-Chinese workers would not 
appear in any of their workplaces, even if he speak Cantonese as fluent as Hongkongers do.  
All right this is a good moment for you that get disappeared—if you don’t consider this as 
racial discrimination.  But what made it worse is that there is nothing that what EOC can do, 
will do.  It would make no change even they acknowledge and existence of discrimination, 
and cuisinaries are on the way to hell.  Cuisinary is the vital occupation for grassroots 
classes; it’s the Hope for them.  In fact, it’s just the beginning! I’m discussing anything 
about unlimited turn-downs when it comes to house rentals.  Capitalism is not racism is it 
still true.  Well, sounds NO in Hong Kong as people may keep calling us thirdieslit third class 
still child curry-dealer as the year of 2017 and a case revealed that a lady refuse to accept 
South Asian customer’s rental of the previous tenant left the house in order of curry. 
Comment and cure refused.  
 
Hong Kong preaches inclusion and practices exclusion.  Somebody around me heard this 
some will it is overstated to describe our situation on the policies to us, but what we except 
is not only the enforcement again racial discrimination itself, but about your acceptance and 
understanding toward us and our culture it’s 1 in 16. 
 
Carrie Lam is a welfare con-artist.  Shall be another ParkGyn-Hye for Hong Kong.  Be 
vigilant!  
 
Don’t we make a change?  
 
Ranvana Mohammed Rex 
Member of operation curcumin 
 
STOP OUSTING OUT MP’S  
START SOCIAL PENSION NOW           
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